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MARKET
WAT C H
Poultry

The chicken market was quiet
except for the breast and
tenders market.
Wings were steady and we
are still seeing ample supply
in spot markets.
Tenders were up this week
and product availability has
stabilized.
The jumbo breast market
was higher.

#FFG

As the market demand continues
to soften, packers continue to
maximize profits before year end,
harvesting as many animals as
possible.
Strips continue to
outperform ribs and
psmos; although, middles
continue to depreciate.
Grind volumes continue to
out-weighting consumer
demand.
Chucks and rounds are
following seasonal trend,
as they continue to soften
into early / mid-December
and then move higher into
January

Grains / Oil
Trade last week was twosided, but ended the week
in negative territory as
traders monitor the
COVID-19 Omicron variant
and increasing soybean oil
supplies.

Ingredients for your Success
Pork
Butts continue to remain
strong, they should continue to
gain strength throughout the
holiday season.

Market
Headlines

Hams saw a late push at the
end of the week due to exports
to Mexico.
Spareribs are seeing a lift due
to demand shifting upwards.

%BJSZ
The natural and mozzarella
cheese markets are down while
the processed cheese markets
are up for the week. Production
has been weaker but
inventories are good.
5IFCVUUFSNBSLFUJThigher
&HHT BSF IJHIFS GPS UIF XFFL
MBSHFMZEVFUPSFUBJMEFNBOE

Seafood
Pangasius supply has become
tighter due to reduced
production capacity and
shipping delays in Vietnam
caused by COVID-19 outbreak.
With the sporadic supply of
Groundfish, flexibility with
available substitutes can allow
access to a wider variety of
products.
Frozen tuna supply is low in
the US.

Canola was higher, palm,
lower.

To learn more contact your local Sales Consultant. Market Corner Produce information reﬂects both
US and Canadian markets. All other commodity information is based on US market data only.

'SP[FO1PUBUPFT
*ODSFBTJOHJOHSFEJFOUDPTUT
DPPLJOHPJM CBUUFSTBOE
DPBUJOHT MBCPSBOETVQQMZDIBJO
JTTVFT BMMGSP[FOQPUBUPBOE
CSFBEFECBUUFSFEBQQFUJ[FS
JUFNTTVQQMJFSTBSFUBLJOHB
TJHOJGJDBOUQSJDFJODSFBTF
%FDFNCFS 

4FBGPPE
The port congestion situation has
improved by 15-20% as goods are
being worked through as more
containers are being unloaded.
Currently, they are still 51 vessels
waiting for berth.

.VTISPPNT
.VTISPPNTBSFJOBEJSFTUBUF
-JNJUFEBWBJMBCJMJUZBOEIJHIQSJDFT
DPOUJOVFUPQMBHVFUIFJOEVTUSZ

MARKET WATC H
ATQBSBHVT

Market active as Mexico supplies will
tighten up through mid-January. Peru
volume is a little better but increased
demand from the West will put
pressure on that market as well.

"WPDBEP - Alert

Mexico is providing 99% of the US
demand. Increased demand for the
holidays and not as much fruit on the
trees as expected, prices have
increased across the board. Supply
could get very tight around the
holidays and remain active through
December.

BFMM1FQQFST"MFSU

Lighter supplies and strong markets
remain on both the east and west
coasts for the next 2-3 weeks.

#SVTTFMT4QSPVUT"MFSU
Quality issues are being reported as
suppliers are dealing with light insect
damage, worms, and decay. Strong
demand and light supplies will continue
until Mexico starts in January. Very active
market condition at this time, coupled with
limited supplies. 

$BSSPUT"MFSU
Snack pack size will remain limited
through the end of the school year
2022. Sizing for some suppliers is also
now an issue with less baby peeled
being available.

$FMFSZ7BMVF"EEFE"MFSU
Value Added celery(diced, sticks) is
under and demand exceed supply
situation due to capacity constraints.
Commodity celery is now active as less
overall supply is available.

$PSO"MFSU
Supplies out of Florida continue to be
very tight mostly due to late growth
and small sizes. Warmer weather now,
so anticipate more growth quickly
within weeks. Mexico producing limited
supplies along with high demand.

$BOUBMPVQFT
)POFZEFXT"MFSU
$BOUBMPVQFT4VQQMJFTBSFHSBEVBMMZ
JODSFBTJOHGSPN$FOUSBM"NFSJDBXJUI
NPTUQSPEVDUDPNJOHJOUP'MPSJEBBOE
-PT"OHFMFT.FYJDBODBOUBMPVQFTBSF
TUBSUJOHUPXJOEEPXO2VBMJUZBOE
TVHBSJTHPPE
)POFZEFXT4VQQMJFTBSFMJNJUFEGSPN
$FOUSBM"NFSJDBXJUI.FYJDPCFJOHUIF
QSJNBSZTPVSDF2VBMJUZJTHPPE
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Ingredients for your Success

(SFFO#FBOT
'MPSJEBTVQQMZHPPE RVBMJUZHPPEBOE
NBSLFUBMJUUMFTUSPOHFS.FYJDPHPPE
TVQQMJFTXJUIEFDFOUNPWFNFOU

$JUSVT
-FNPOTThe market is steady with good
volume from California and Arizona. 

PRODUCEMARKET
Updates

0SBOHFTSupplies are very light this week due
to several days of rain hampering harvest.
Choice grade is especially light as the fruits is
grading out at 75% fancy. Sizing is peaking on
88’s and smaller with 56’s and larger being
limited.
-JNFExpect less supply into next week,
specifically on anything larger than 200’s. Key
lime supply in Mexico is very tight, which has
caused a higher demand for Persian limes
nationally. Stronger prices to be seen into
next week.

(BSMJD"MFSU
5IFSFIBTCFFOTPNFBEKVTUNFOUTJOUIF
NBSLFUBTNPSFQSPEVDUIBTCFFOSFMFBTFE
JOUPUIF64*UJTVOLOPXOIPXMPOHPVS
IPXNVDIXJMMDPOUJOVFUPCFBWBJMBCMF"T
BSFTVMU UIFNBSLFUJTQSFEJDUFEUPSFNBJO
VOTFUUMFEUISPVHIUIFSFTUPGUIFZFBS

.VTISPPNT"MFSU
%FNBOEJTPVUQBDJOHBWBJMBCMFTVQQMZPOBMM
NVTISPPNT8FBSFOPXTFFJOHEJGGFSFOU
JUFNTCFEJTDPOUJOVFEBTTVQQMJFSTDBOTJNQMZ
OPUQSPEVDF1SJDJOHJTBUIJTUPSJDBMIJHIT
3FQPSUFEDIBMMFOHFTSFMBUFUPMBCPS GSFJHIU
DPTUT MBDLPGESJWFST QFBUNPTTTIPSUBHFTBOE
TQBXOJTTVFTUIBUIBWFDBVTFEHSFFONPME
JTTVFTUIBUIBWFDSJQQMFEZJFMET"MMTVQQMJFST
BSFIBWJOHTVQQMZJTTVFTPONVMUJQMFUZQFTPG
NVTISPPNT4QFDJBMUZNVTISPPNTDPOUJOVF
UPCFWFSZMJNJUFEBOETDBSDF CVUOPXUIJTJT
CFJOHGFMUBDSPTTBMMWBSJFUJFT CSPXOT XIJUFT 
BOEDSFNJOJT5IFJOEVTUSZEPFTOPUTFFUIF
DPOEJUJPOTDIBOHJOHGPSUIFGPSFTFFBCMF
GVUVSFCFZPOEUIJTZFBSBOEXFMMJOUPUIFOFYU
ZFBS

.JYFE#FSSJFT
4USPOHFS NBSLFUT UIJT XFFL PO CMBDLCFSSZ
BOE SBTQCFSSJFT  CFUUFS TVQQMJFT CFJOH TFFO
POCMVFCFSSJFT

1SPDFTTFE0OJPOT
"-&35
$BQBDJUZJTTVFTPOCPUIEFNBOEPVUQBDJOH
BWBJMBCMFTVQQMZBOEQSPEVDUJPOBWBJMBCJMJUZ
JNQBDUJOHEJDFE TMJDFEBOEXIPMFQFFMFE
QBDLT

Bell Peppers - Red & Gold
East,-Red and Yellow bells are short supply
on both the east and west coasts. Green
bell peppers are in good supply.

)PU)PVTF
Cucumbers are heavy to mediums, large
are tight. Red peppers and yellow
peppers are very tight and subject to
limited fill rates.

$IJMJ1FQQFST
East, Hot pepper supply very short on
certain varieties. Overall, less planted this
season. Jalapenos are plentiful, all other
varieties are short supply. Mexico’s chile
volume will be moderate this week with
better movement. Jalapeno supply will
lighten up this week. Anticipate better
supplies in a week.

4USBXCFSSJFT"MFSU
Strawberries remain unsettled as some
growing regions are faring better than
others thus leading to a split market. Santa
Maria and Oxnard CA are dealing with
rainfall. Quality will be fair, and the shelf
life will be minimal out of this growing
area. Mexico and Florida continue to ramp
up production with better supplies and
increased quality being seen each week.
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